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REPORT OF THE CULTURE SEQUENCE- COMMITTEE
Ross Moffett, Chairman
This committee, appointed in November, 1950, by
William S. Fowler, Director of the Research Council,
consisted of only a chairman, who worked under the di-
rection of Mr. Fowler. Since the publication of Ripley P.
Bullen's "Culture Dynamics in Eastern Massachusetts"
(American Antiquity, July, 1948), which was the first
serious endeavor to correlate the Indian levels of our
region, a considerable amount of new stratigraphic infor-
mation has come to light, particularly regarding the pre-
ceramic period in southeastern Massachusetts, including
Cape Cod. This justifies a further attempt to synthesize
and to understand the cultural indications we are finding
in our general area. In an inquiry of this nature it is ob-
viously necessary to use evidence only from sites that
are stratified. It was found that only three sections of
this state have produced such evidence in available form.
The first of these sections is the mainland of southeast-
ern Massachusetts, with the key site being Nunkatusset,
and with supplementary data being brought in from Rhode
Island. The information here was taken from Fowler's
advance notes (April, 19501 ) on the excavations made
under the direction of Roland E. Engstrom and Richard
W. Staples at Nunkatusset, and from Fowler and Luther's
report (July, 1950) on the Potter Pond site in Rhode Is-
land. Since no full analysis of the materials from the
Titicut site has yet been presented, this site, the most
important in its section, could not be used. The second
section is northeastern Massachusetts, the data about
this area being gleaned from Bullen's "Excavations in
Northeastern Massachusetts" (1949, pp. 76,77,133). The
remaining section is Cape Cod, with the information here
based on work by the present chairman, and also on his
notes regarding the significant collections from Cape Cod
sites displayed in the home of Howard Torrey, in Reading
It was thought advisable to concentrate chiefly on the
preceramic period and its subdivisions, and, consequently,
the ceramic period has received less detailed attention.
To start with, the sequences for the three regions were
arranged in respective parallel columns. It was intended
finally to resolve these into one column covering all
areas, but it became apparent that, with the various ex-
ceptions or non-conformities that would be involved and
that would require explanations, such a listing might
prove more confusing than enlightening. Accordingly, a
revision of the original three column arrangement is
given here in two tables. With large areas of the state
left out, and with perhaps no section fully known, the
present tables are offered with the knowledge that they
are more or less tentative and subject to almost certain
modifications. Notwithstanding, it is hoped that the se-
quences as given may in a measure serve as a guide, al-
lOWing any worker, especially in one of the tabulated
sections, to orientate himself in his discoveries, not only
locally but generally. Even if these tables are later
found to be wrong in major implications, they will have
been of perhaps some value, for the process of shooting
them full of holes will bring into play a healthy stimula-
tion of thought.
TERMINOLOGY
It was necessary to translate to a uniform scheme the
varying terms encountered. Ceramics have been classi-
fied according to the four-fold system published by the
Pottery Classification Committee (October, 1948).
Chipped stone artifacts have been brought into line with
the system reported by the Artifact Classification Com-
mittee (July, 1950). In respect to some stone traits, how-
ever, additional comment seems required.
CORNER-REMOVED POINTS, SMALL. These points,
about one inch long, which occur in large numbers at
some sites, are usually so incipiently formed that an at-
tempt to classify them precisely would have little mean-
ing. They have here been lumped together.
EARED POINTS. fype 1, which is apt to be larger
than other eared types, has a distance of one-half inch
or more from the corner of the blade to the corner of the
base, the latter being wide and usually concave (Fowler,
April, 1951, Fig.20, Nos. 25,26). With Types 2-4, the
base is definitely broader than the blade, and the base is
commonly concave. Notching is not always present
(Moffett, July, 1951, Fig.23, Nos. 54-57). Type 2, per-
haps the most distinctive of the eared points, has notches
characteristically shallow or incipient (Keighley, 1951,
Fig.26, Nos. 6,7; Moffett, July, 1951, Fig.23, Nos.42-45).
Admittedly, in cases where eared points deviate from the
norm, they become difficult to distinguish from more or-
dinary notched types. In such instances, the associations
may be of help. Other indications of these types may be
strong patination, and a tendency, at least on Cape Cod,
to show smoothed notches and bases.
EXPANDED-BASE KNIFE. This unstemmed, often
asymmetrical percussion flaked artifact has heretofore
been variously called an asymmetrical trianguloid knife,
a trapezoidal knife, a patinated felsite blade, etc. It
seems closely to resemble an object which Ritchie in
New York has termed a rude cache blade. While there
is considerable variation in form, it is usually based on
either the trianguloid, the ovate, or the lanceolate. The
ovate knife of southeastern Mass. is carefully reworked and
may be the finished form of the expanded-base knife. The
length is commonly from 2-1/2 to 3-1/2 inches. The
edges are seldom retouched. This artifact occurs in
large numbers in early levels of some Cape Cod sites,
1. Unless otherwise stated, all references are to matter published in the bulletin of this society.
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and it appears rather plentifully in the northeastern sec-
tion of this ~ate. Illustrations may be seen in Bullen,
1949 (ibid), Pl. 11, Nos. 5,9; Pl. 13, Nos. 18-22: and
also in Moffett, July 1951, Fig. 23, Nos. 79-85.
ASYMMETRICAL KNIFE. This implement has re-
touched edges and it is usually unpatinated (Moffett, July,
1951, Nos. 36-38).
OVAL SCRAPER. This is the object often referred to
as a chopper. For illustrations and fuller information
see Fowler, April, 1949.
HOES. The triangular hoe is depicted in Fowler, July
1948, Figs. 30-33. The chipped and pecked hoe of Cape
Cod area is flaked to a tapering shape from a slab of
slate. The areas receiving the lashing always show peck-
ing, and the bottom edge is blunt and much polished.
GROOVED ATLATL WEIGHT. Of conjectured use,
this is a ground stone artifact which from a central en-
circling groove, tapers towards both ends, the latter
being either truncated or somewhat pointed. It is 2-1/2
to 3 inches long. For what seems the only existing pic-
ture of this object see Moffett, January 1946, Fig. 4,
No. 43. Accompanying this artifact in the Torrey collec-
tions are a number of similar shaped stones which show
all-over pecking. The latter also may have served as a
weight.
OVERLAPPING TRAITS. Where a trait of the tables
is marked with an asterisk, it is considered to be over-
lapping in that level of the area concerned. For the pres-
ent purpose, a trait is called overlapping if it appears to
be a numerically insignificant carry-over from a pre-
ceding level in which it attained its climax of impor-
tance. Not to become too involved in this matter, levels
that may be earlier than the oldest compartment of
Table 2 have not been considered.
TABLE 1, CERAMIC PERIOD
SOUTHEASTERN MASS. NORTHEASTERN MASS. CAPE COD
Triangular Points, Larj1;e, 10,12 Triangular Points Larj1;e, 1012 Triangular Points, Large 10-12
*Triangular Points, Small, 4-6,10 *Triangular Points, Small, 4,6,7 *Triangular Points, Small, 3 5 7 10
*Side-notched POints, 2,3,5 Side- notched Point, 2 Side-notched Point 2 356
*Truncated Points 12
*Corner-removed Points, Small *Corner-removed Points, Small *Corner-removed Points, Small
Corner-removed Points, 1-9
Corner-notched Point 3 Corner-notched Point 3 Corner-notched Point 3
Diamond Point
Truncated POint, 5 (pentagonal)
Leaf-shaped Point (arrowPOint)
*Stemmed Knife Stemmed Knife Stemmed Knife
Leaf-shaped Knife Leaf-shaped Knife
Asymmetrical Knife
Crescent-base Drill *Drills (expanded-base, side-notched) *Expanded-base Drill
• J!:nC1 :SCraper *End Scraper End Scraper
*Oval Scraper *Oval Scraper
Symmetrical Gorget Symmetrical Gorget Symmetrical Gorget
Pendant (one-hole gorget) Pendant (one-hole gorget) Pendant (one-hole gorget)
*Winged Bannerstone
Triangular Hoe
Chipped and Pecked Hoe
Net-sinker (chipped) Net-sinker (pecked)
*Celt Celt Celt
Pestle Pestle Pestle
*Steatite Bowl Sherds *Steatite Bowl Sherds
(transitional period)




Stone Pipe Stone Pipe
Ceramic Pipe Ceramic Pipe
Clay Potsherds Clay Potsherds Clay Potsherds
*Indicates an overlapping trait from an earlier source
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DISCUSSION OF TABLE 1
(Since Table 1 has not been broken down into subdi-
visions, a general account of developments within the
broad ceramic horizon will be briefly indicated for each
of the three areas.)
CERAMIC, SOUTHEASTERN MASSACHUSETTS
(1) In the earlier part of his period, pottery of Stage
1 and Stage 2 is associated with small triangular and
narrow side-notched points. At the Potter Pond site,
Stage 1 vessels appeared before those of Stage 2. (2) In
later times pottery of Stage 3 and Stage 4 accompanies
small and large triangular points in decreasing numbers.
Save for Stage 1, which always has mineral temper,
the ceramics in all of the above divisions may be
tempered with either shell or mineral, irrespective of
type.
CERAMIC, NORTHEASTERN MASSACHUSETTS
(1) There is a brief period in which Stage 1 ware is
found with points of late preceramic types (small corner-
removed and small triangular), plus a relatively impor-
tant number of side-notched (No.2) type. (2) The suc-
ceeding phase reveals Stage 2 vessels, with some over-
lapping of Stage 1, combined with small, medium, and
large triangular points. At the one cnastal shell heap
reported, the Stage 2 pottery is at first tempered with
coarse mineral, and then later with coarse shell, al-
though types remain the same. At inland sites the last
class of vessels is tempered with vegetable fibres. (3)
In a last phase, Stage 3 pottery (fine mineral temper) is
associated with large triangular points. There is in this
last phase some trace of Stage 4 pots.
CERAMIC, CAPE COD
(1) In a first ceramic level, the pottery is of Stage 1
and "early" Stage 2, the latter being mineral tempered
and decorated with rocker, dentate, etc. At one site
there is at least a suggestion that the inception of this
level involved a short interval in which only Stage 1
vessels were known. Chipped implements are predomi-
nantly medium and large corner-removed, occurring in
much variety of form. Side-notched, truncated, and leaf-
shaped types are also found in goodly numbers. But tri-
angular points are relatively scarce, as are also points
of small size. (2) The overlying level bears pottery
which is virtually all shell tempered. It appears to start
with "late" Stage 2 (coiled, straight sided, cord surfaced,
undecorated), to progress into a predominance of what
may be a transition type (coiled, straight sided, deco-
rated with definite patterns of cord-wound stick), and to
end with Stage 3. No Stage 4 sherds are known, at least
from the lower cape. Projectile points throughout all of
this level are mostly of large triangular types, but small
triangular, and pentagonal points are often found, and
there is a small carry-over of corner-removed and othel"
forms from the earlier ceramic level.
TABLE 2, PRECERAMIC PERIOD
SOUTHEASTERN MASS. NORTHEASTERN MASS. CAPE COD
LATE PRECERA'MIC (STONE BOWL) UNDIVIDED PRECERAMIC
Triangular Points, Small, 3,4,10 Triangular Points, Small, 3,4 Triangular Points, Small and Medium
3,4
Corner-removed Points, Small Corner-removed Points, Small Corner-removed Points, Small
Corner-removed Points, 3 7 *Corner-removed Points, 4,6,8 Corner-removed Points 3,4 7
Truncated Points, 1,2 Truncated Points, 1,2
Eared Point, 1 Eared Point 1
Eared Points, 2-4 Eared Points, 2-4
Side-notched Points, 2,3 Side-notched Point 2 Side-notched Point 3 (elongate)
Leaf-shaped Point
Stemmed Knife Stemmed Knife
Expanded-base Knife Expanded-base Knife Expanded-base Knife
Drills (T, cross eared) Drills (expanded base, side- Drills (expanded base, eared)
notched, straight)
Stemmed Scraper
End Scraper *End Scraper End Scraper
Side Scraper
'Oval Scraper Oval Scraper (rare) Oval Scraper
Asymmetrical Gorget
Bannerstone (notched wings)
Stone Pipe (steatite & chlorite)
Grooved-back Gouge
Plain-back Gouge Plain-back Gouge Plain-back Gouge
Celt
Grooved Atlatl Weight ,
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TABLE 2, continued
SOUTHEASTERN MASS. J NORTHEASTERN MASS. CAPE COD
LATE PRECERAMIC (STONE BOWL) UNDIVIDED PRECERAMIC
Plummet (at only one site) Plummet
Steatite Bowl Sherds Steatite Bowl Sherd Steatite Bowl Sherds
Steatite Working Tools
EARLY PRECERAMIC (ESKIMO-LIKE)
Corner-removed Points, 4,5,8,9 Corner-removed Points, 4,6-9
Eared Point, 1




Expanded-base Drill Expanded-base Drill
End Scraper End Scraper
Oval Scraper Oval Scraper (rare)
Semi-lunar Knife (chipped or Semi-lunar Knife (chipped or
pecked) pecked)








DISCUSSION OF TABLE 2
LATE PRECERAMIC (STONE BOWL)
In comparing the southeastern with the northeastern
parts of the state at this level, a sparcity of traits in the
latter section interposes a difficulty. The main link be-
tween the two sections appears to be the common posses-
sion of small triangular and small corner- removed
points, two artifacts which Bullen considers diagnostic of
the late preceramic of his area. However, in the latter
section only one steatite sherd is reported, and a com-
plete absence will be noted of eared points, truncated
points, the grooved axe, and the grooved-back gouge.
Since all of these artifacts are significant of this com-
partment of the other area, it seems that for some reason
the Stone Bowl complex was never fully operative in
northeastern Massachusetts.
EARLY PRECERAMIC (ESKIMO-LIKE)
In regard to southeastern and northeastern Massachu-
setts at this early level, we are again confronted with a
meagerness of traits in the latter area, gouges and plum-
mets being particularly important deficiencies. However,
there is in both sections a predominance of corner-re-
moved points, and of equal moment is the mutual holding
of the semi-lunar knife, the last probably the surest
marker for this lowest stratum. On the whole, there ap-
pears to be on this plane a reasonable equation of the two
areas.
CAPE COD, UNDIVIDED PRECERAMIC
Of this section there is no present knowledge of a pre-
ceramic stratum which has a preponderance of medium
and large corner-removed points, nor is there a known
record of an excavated semi-lunar knife, although two
have been reported as surface finds. Regretfully, this
chairman has doubts whether lower Cape Cod was occu-
pied to any extent in early preceramic times, although
with so many gouges and plummets in the area, this is
perhaps a moot question.
The pre-pottery materials that have been excavated
on the cape, from sand under ceramic bearing shell
heaps, indicate, largely by their varying frequency em-
phasis, two main trends. In the first, shown by the
Torrey collection from the Freeman-Paine site in Well-
fleet, plummets, plain-back gouges, whale-tail pendants,
and oval scrapers, all occur in numbers relatively large
for such artifacts. Frequencies for major projectile
point types decrease in the following order: small cor-
ner-removed, small triangular, medium size triangular,
and medium size corner-removed (mostly No.4, narrow).
Eared points are uncertainly represented, none being of
any of the usual notched types. Expanded-base knives
also are only dubiously represented. There are grooved
atlatl weights and a scattering of hafted scrapers, but no
bannerstones, drills, or steatite sherds. With the second
trend, as exhibited by Holden (Moffett, July, 1951) and
other sites in Truro, plummets, plain-back gouges, and
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whale-tail pendants are met with much less often than
with the first, although oval scrapers are common. Fre-
quencies for important chipped types taper off as fol-
lows: expanded-base knives, eared points (Nos. 1-3),
small triangular, and small corner-removed. Larger
corner-removed and medium size triangular are sparce-
ly present. At one site narrow side-notched or,notched-
stem points are important. Other scattered artifacts
are: expanded-base drills, an eared drill, a grooved
axe, an oval bannerstone , a grooved atlatl weight, a small
number of hafted scrapers, and a few steatite sherds.
The first of the above trends, with its concentration
of plummets and gouges, its fairly respectable number
of medium size corner-removed points, and its deficien-
cy in eared points, seems to bear an older typological
aspect than the second trend, if the early preceramic of
the mainland is taken as a criterion. Doubts of an eltrly
preceramic period on Cape Cod have, however, already
been expressed. To this must be added the fact that the
earliest excavated cape materials dO,not antedate the
use of an abundance of very small points. The second
trend, having a strong development of eared points, ap-
pears to equate closely with the late preceramic of
southeastern Massachusetts, allowing the relative scar-
city of steatite on the cape to be due to the long distance
to a source of supply. This second trend shows features
in common also with the late preceramic of northeastern
Massachusetts, one example being the numerical impor-
tance of expanded-base knives.
FURTHER COMMENT
To summarize some impressions regarding the pre-
ceramic period of our region and stemming from this
inquiry and the connected reading, it may be said that in
the last stage of this period we have a manifestation
spreading rather uniformly over southeastern Massachu-
setts and Cape Cod, but only imperfectly over the north-
eastern portion of the state. Where steatite was readily
available, its use was perhaps the most important aspect
of this time. Eared points are a significant feature. Al-
though the derivation of such points is obscure, they
occur elsewhere principally in central New York, which
poses a question as to whether they were traveling east-
ward from the latter area, or vice versa. Small triangu-
lar points, which Bullen (July, 1951) thinks probably came
from the north, arrived in this stage, coincident with a
counter moving trait, the grooved axe, of probable middle
west or southeastern origin.
The early stage of the preceramic period involves a
culture using certain tools of uniquely northeastern pro-
venience --- the stone gouge; the pear shaped, pecked
plummet; and the semi-lunar knife. Although possibly
only the latter is definitely an Eskimo-like trait, all of
these artifacts presumedly came into Massachusetts from
a more norther ly region. They seem to have encountered
at least one trait, the bannerstone, moving in an easterly
direction from the middle west Archaic. Other traits,
such as the corner-removed point and the oval scraper,
were perhaps derived from a very old local stratum, for
we have probably not been here dealing with the imple-
ments of any people as ancient as those of early '1'iticut,
the Boston fishwier, or other possible sites of extreme
age. This first level with which the present tables are
concerned extended over the eastern mainland of this




NOTES ON PITTED STONES AND DESCRIPTION OF A TWIN-PITTED FORM
Donald G. Merrill
Pitted stones are among the more frequently occur-
ring stone artifacts. Because they have to some extent
been passed over by collectors they may be found on
many exposed or cultivated sites that have been nearly
denuded of flaked and polished pieces. Although the rel-
ative frequency of occurrence will doubtless reflect this
selective collecting it still may be a potential source of
archaeological information. While pitted stones are
widespread their occurrence is highly variable. This
variation has been impressed on the writer by the obser-
vation that in northern Cormecticut a pitted stone will be
most likely to turn up in the course of any weekend's fun
but it has required the vacations of ten summers to find
just one on Martha's Vineyard. Translated into an index,
the frequency of pitted stones on certain Cormecticut
sites is approximately 150 per 1000 projectile points
while for Martha's Vineyard it stands at less than 5 per
1000. To see how these figures compare with those from
other localities TABLE I has been drawn up from some
readily available sources. The result would seem to
suggest a frequency diminishing from Archaic times on-
ward and geographically a frequency diminishing east-
ward. It is not the writer's intent to draw any conclusion,
however, beyond pointing to an index derived from the
proportion of pitted stones to projectile points as a pos-
sibly profitable item for further study.
The literature ascribes to pitted stones a good many
possible uses, some generally accepted and others quite
conjectural. To account for the variety of forms that are
found the supposition of several different functions is in
fact necessary. To go into this at first hand the writer
has made a careful examination of 65 specimens found in
north central Cormecticut. Among them are several of a
form which apparently has not been previously described.
These which I have called Twin-Pitted Abraders will be
described further on. In the whole collection are repre-
sented 15 sites along the Cormecticut and Farmington
.Rivers. If measured along the streams these sites are
strung out nearly 40 miles but directions are such that
they all fall within a circle of less than 10 miles radius.
About the only thing that these 65 artifacts have in
common is the pitting. However, 48 of them can be
This journal and its contents may be used for research, teaching and private study purposes. Any substantial or systematic 
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TABLE I





Fowler, Arch. Soc. of Conn. Bull. No. 25
Coffin, Arch. Soc. of Conn. Bull. No. 25
Thompson, Arch. S~. of Conn.Bull. No.18
Praus, Arch. Soc. of Conn. Bull. No. 17
Robbins, Attleboro Mus. 1944
Howe, Bull. M.A.S. Vol. VIII No.3
Bullen & Brooks, Bull. M.A.S. Vol. X No.4
Site
Archaic Pattern, Lamoka Focus
Archaic Pattern, Frontenac Focus
Laurentian Aspect, Brewerton Focus
Hopewellian Phase, New York Focus
Vine Valley Aspect, Point Peninsula Focus
Owasco Aspect, Castle Creek Focus
Owasco Aspect, Canandaigua Focus
Ragged Mt., Barkhamstead, Conn.
Eagle Hill Ridge, Milford, Conn.
Powder Hollow, Enfield, Conn.
South Woodstock, Conn.
Faulkner Spring, Taunton, Mass.
Hatherly, Scituate, Mass.
Greenfield, Scituate, Mass.

















described as bi-pitted pebbles being water-worn pebbles
of a size to be easily grasped in the.hand and with one
pit centrally located on each face convenient for opposed
thumb and finger. Although these are commonly called
hammerstones only a few positively show battered areas.
Others show some slight evidence of hammering so that
a total of 26 are judged to have possibly been so used.
Of these 5 also show signs of abrasion and a further 11
show abraded areas but no hammering. Finally, 15 show
no modification at all except the pits. The division is
difficult to judge with certainty because a majority are
of a sandstone or sandy schist on which weathering
leaves a roughened surface. It is quite possible that
those with intact surfaces were used for hammering of
more fragile materials. The average weight of the rec-
ognized hammers is 16 oz. and of the abraders is 17 oz.,
while the average weight. of those showing neither use is
about 14 oz. This small difference is hardly significant.
If we analyse the weights of the 48 bi-pitted pebbles
as a group we find they range from 5 oz. to 33 oz. with a
mean weight of 15.4 oz. and a standard deviation of 5.9
oz. A leading manufacturer of modern steel hammers
has kindly supplied data on the distribution of weights of
nail hammers in his sales in this country. The range is
from 7 oz. to 28 oz. and analysis gives a mean of 15.4 oz.
and a standard deviation of 3.7 oz. It would appear from
this startling similarity that Iron Age and Stone Age men
agree in liking the same heft in their hammers although
modern man's mass production results in less variation
than the choosing of one's hammer from the river bed.
Nine of the group are almost perfectly discoidal in
shape but otherwise show no indication of different pur-
pose so that the reason for the choice may have been
esthetic solely.
Some analysis is possible within this group with re-
gard to the pits themselves. These vary in depth from
a mere roughening to a hole 5/16" deep. Fully three-
fourths of the pits appear to be pecked only and are
somewhat irregular in outline. In six instances advan-
tage was taken of a natural depression or irregularity
and this may have been the reason for selecting the par-
ticular pebble. The remaining pits which include some
shallow but most of the deeper ones are quite closely
hemispherical with little roughness suggesting that if
pecked out they were further finished by rubbing, gouging
or scraping. The mean depth of 90 pits (excluding natu-
ral ones) is 0.094 ". The hemispherical pits totalling 21
have a mean depth of 0.132" while for the pecked-irregu-
lar pits the mean depth is 0.069". The depth of these
latter appears to correspond to the softness of the stone
from which it is inferred that depth is incidental, the
primary object of pecking having been to produce rough-
ness rather than pits of a definite depth. The writer would be
in a better position to maintain this statistically if he had
not been guilty of discarding in the field a good number
of crude examples which were merely roughened without
pitting.
The above may be summarized in tabular form as
under Division A in TABLE II. The table is extended to
include other divisions that are represented and they
will also be described below under their respective letter
headings.
B. PITTED ANVILS. Some pitted stones are de-
scribed as anvils and a group which resemble the
foregoing Division A except that their edges are too
crumbly or irregular to be conceivably useful may be
so explained. There are four of these between one
and two pounds weight, one of which is broken across
the pit as might result from a sharp blow on a hick-
ory nut or other object placed in the pit. Two of
these stones are of mica schist, a poor material for
tools but attractive to the eye.
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It should be noted that about a quarter of the stones in
Division A have pits as deep and well formed as those of
Division B and they could therefore serve the same pur-
pose. The classification was thus made to rest somewhat
arbitrarily on the character of the edges.
C. CONICAL-PITTED ANVILS. The name of anvil
may also be given to three stones of 28, 45 and 100oz.
respectively. The common characteristic of these three
is that they have pits which are conical rather than hem-
ispherical. One of these anvils is irregular in shape with
two pits on the top surface. The others are rounded cob-
bles with pits on opposite faces, on one side a carefully
made conical pit and on the opposite side a smaller or
less accurately made pit.
Another example of this form shows definite use as an
abrader, there being two flats worn on the bottom sur-
face, It is difficult to relate the pits to this second use.
D. MULTI-PITTED SLABS. Two slabs of about 7
pounds weight have multiple pits. On one side of one of
these are 5 drilled pits of conical section 1/4"-1/2" top
diameter arranged in a cross-like pattern. On the oppo-
site side are 2 crudely pecked depressions. The other
slab has on one side 8 drilled pits of hemispherical sec-
tion about 1/4" diam. Centered on the opposite side is
one similar drilled pit.
E. CUPSTONE. A soft sand-stone pebble of hand-hold
size has six approximately hemispherical pits 1" or
more diameter. The two deepest pits are on opposite
faces, the others in no regular pattern. A characteristic
of the pits are radial grooves 1/8" or less in width
seemingly made by the strokes of a tool. This appear-
ance of excavation by gouging is described by Ritchie (al.
It is hard to escape the conclusion that the pits them-
selves were a working surface for some unknown abrad-
ing operation.
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F. THREE-PITTED HAMMERSTONE. One pebble rubbing pressure can be applied to them when held in the
hammerstone has the form of an elongated triangular manner illustrated in Fig. 12. This two-handed position
pyramid. Pits on three faces (one is in part a natural accounts for the pits which then come in naturally con-
depression) are convenient for thumb and first two fin- venient position for thumbs and opposing fingers. How
gers and the apex is somewhat battered as would natur- much the pits contribute to facility in use of the tool it
ally result from use as a hammer when so held. This would be hard to say, but the same is true of pits in the
form was illustrated by Williams (b). common bi-pitted hammer and abrader stones.
G. TWIN-PITTED ABRADERS. Over several years
a cultivate~ site on the riverbank at Farmington, Conn.
has yieldetl five pitted stones in which the pits are paired
as in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11. This twin-pitted form does
o 1"
I !
FIGURE 10 FIGURE 12
o
I ."!
The weights and detailed dimensions of these arti-
facts are given in TABLE Ill. These dimensions include
the angle between the plane of the rubbing surfaces and
the axis of the pits. In the last column is noted the rel-
ative coarseness of the grit. The fact that this ranges
from fine to very coarse makes it possible that the group
1:ould have been used for successive grinding steps as
suggested by Whiting (c) for his "Cache of Rubbing
Stones."
The evidence is inadequate to permit us to designate
stone polishing or other particular industry but it is
consistent through-out with the supposition that these
artifacts were used for a more casual abrading oper-
ation.
FIGURE 11
not appear to have been previously described. Although
possessing slight differences all five are sufficiently
alike to have had a common purpose. They were all
found within a small area and allowing for scattering by
the plow could have originated in one "workshop" or may
eyen have been a cache. All are elongated water rounded
pebbles of gritty materials. Three have two pits on one
face only and the other two have two pits on both faces.
Most of the pits are somewhat roughly pecked but on one
stone they are worn out smooth. With one exception
there are abraded surfaces on one or more edges. The
exception is of very coarse texture from which a worn
surface could have been removed by weathering. The
positions of (he abraded surfaces are such that heavy
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DIMENSIONS OF TWIN-PITTED ABRADERS
Dimensions, Inches Wt. Pits Abraded Approx.
Art. A B C D E F Oz. Opp. Flats Angle Mat'l Grit
No. Max Max Approx Approx Side a b
C4-1 6.0 3.0 1.9 0.5 1.0 .10 32 0 1 11 - Schist Fine
.07
C4-2 6.5 3.1 1.5 0.5 1.3 .10-.09 23 2 1 25 - Gneiss Med.
1.5 .09-.06
C4-3 6.2 3.0 1.8 0.5 1.0 .08-.12 28 2 0 (lOU' - SChist Very
1.0 10- 02 ('n"r",p
C4-4 4.7 3.4 2.4 0.4 0.8 .10 31 0 2 35° 35° Gneiss Med.
17
C4-5 4.7 3.5 1.8 0.4' 0.6 .07 24 0 1 _5'0 Gneiss Med.
07




Concerning derivation of the name "tomahawk" as
used by Algonkians of the Atlantic seaboard, I am in-
debted to Warner F. Gookin, Martha's Vineyard, Mass.
for further light on the subject, previously referred to
by me in "Tomahawks of Central New England", Bulletin
of the Massachusetts Archaeological Society, Vol. 12,
No.3. In this earlier classification of tomahawks, atten-
tion is called on page 29 to derivation of the name as
presented by the Bureau of American Ethnology, which
reveals that as early as 1612 the name was pronounced
variously. In the vicinity of Virginia at this early date
Strachey lists tommahick, tomahack, tomohake, and tam-
ahaac as being in use. Later in 1676 Captain Church
records tommyhawk and tomhog as being used by the·
Indians of central New England.
Mr. Gookin now calls my attention to certain refer-
ences in Trumbull's Natick Dictionary, which were
formerly overlooked. No where in the book is "toma-
hawk" mentioned. However, on page 166 appears the
word "tummehtam," defined as 'he severs (it), cuts it
off'. Trumbull gives the suppositive of this as 'tamahla-
hog,' which he translates, 'when he severs,' but which
can also be translated as a relative clause or verbal
noun, 'that which cuts off.' The word "tomahawk" quite
probably is derived from this suppositive form wherein
'-hog' is changed to '-hawk,' a confusion of the 'g' and
'h' sounds that frequently occurs. Tl,J.e stem, 'tumme-'
meaning 'to cut off' is used to form the noun, 'tummunk',
beaver, signifying 'the cutter,' and also a verb 'tummigg-
nohwhan,' 'to cut off heads.' No other stem is listed
from which 'toma-' could be derived. Therefore, it must
be inferred that "tomahawk" refers to a weapon with a
sharp edge capable of cutting trees or severing heads.
If this is a logical interpretation of the eVidence, it
should follow that tomahawks may have been so named
only after metal axes and hatchets were introduced
through trade by European explorers, since stone war
clubs in whatever form considered, scarcely could have
been expected to perform such feats of cutting. However,
inasmuch as Strackey reveals the use of the name as
early as 1612, it is likely its origin may belong to the
preceding century when explorers made frequent con-
tacts with the natives along the Atlantic Coast.
Furthermore, it is interesting to note that Trumbull
lists another word on page 162, 'togkunk,' meaning 'that
which strikes.' Since this is a more general term it
may well have been used in earlier days to mean war
clubs, as well as 'cunsenagwas,' which according to
Strachey was the native word for Indian hatchet. How-
ever, with the .advent of iron cutting blades after the
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Discovery this name may have been replaced by the
more specific cutting term, "tomahawk." Without knowl-
edge of the exact meaning, explorers and colonists
quickly accepted "tomahawk" as the name for all Indian
war clubs in whatever shape they appeared, whether
headed with dull stone blade, spike, ball, or cutting metal
blade. Therefore, in discussing the subject of trade
tomahawks, there can be little objection to the use of the
native word meaning an implement capable of cutting off
heads, as it is common knowledge that European metal
hatchets had this quality.
HISTORICAL EVIDENCE
During the age of exploration, European ships touch-
ing at points along the Atlantic Coast from Newfoundland
to Florida made contacts with the natives. During these
meetings it was common practice to offer gifts in ex-
change for furs and other valued native produce. Among
such offerings, implements of metal were eagerly sought
after by the Indians, as they found them much superior
to blades made of stone. Historical records show that
iron axes and hatchets were coveted gifts, and at once
became recognized as favored mediums of exchange.
Therefore. it is not strange at the turn of the century to
have Champlain in 1604 relate how the Hurons possessed
some worn out iron axes with which they felled trees in
the course of their war campaign against the Iroquois.
From then on, occasions become more numerous where-
in history recounts the conveyance of axes and hatchets
of European manufacture. However, it is likely that only
the lighter weight hatchets were utilized by the natives
as tomahawks. Little did the traders dream that the
hatchets with which they bargained would one day be
turned against them and those colonists who followed to
threaten their very existence.
All during the 17th Century metal hatchets that found
their way into Indian hands probably were plainly con-
structed small axes for the most part. Such utilitarian
implements are quite general in grave recoveries and in
situ finds of this period. Usually the ax head is perfo-
rated for entry of the handle in hafting, but sometimes
the head is solid. In the latter case, a like type of hafting
would have been required to that used for stone imple-
ment heads. Examples of the solid form may be seen in
(Fig. 13, 2,3). These specimens are relatively small
hatchets of copper and iron from Connecticut Valley
camp sites of western Massachusetts. A larger example
of unperforated iron appeared in situ in the late horizon
at the Potter Pond site, Rhode Island. Examples of the
perforated head may fie seen at Memorial Hall, Deerfield,
Mass. where numerous specimens have been preserved.
Here also may be seen the original thick nail cleated
door of the Old Indian House, in which appear deep
slashes from iron hatchets that managed to cut a hole,
through which an Indian's gun was thrust and fired with
deadly results.
Further proof that the trade hatchet or tomahawk of
the early Colonial period had a plain unadorned head is
the famous Dustin tomahawk (Fig. 13 # 1). The account
concerning the recovery of this hatchet may be found in
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FIGURE 13. Metal Hatchets. 1, Iron hatchet snatched
from Indian captor by Hannah Dustin; 2, Copper blade,
Northampton, Mass.; 3, Iron blade, Hatfield, Mass.
"Tomahawks of Central New England," Bulletin of the
Massachusetts Archaeological Society, Vol. 12, No.3.
Apparently it was not until about the middle of the 18th
Century that trade hatchets began to be made with spe-
cialized features that better fitted them for tomahawks.
Blades assumed smaller proportions, and at first were
made with a spike at the top. Later, they became rela-
tively long and slender and sometimes had flaring grace-
ful bits. As time went on, it became the custom to add
a small cup-like appendage to the casting at the base,
which in effect was the top of the blade. This was per-
forated with a small hole extending into the eye of the
weapon, where it connected with a small hole that was
drilled through the entire length of the handle, thus form-
ing a long stemmed pipe. This handle drilling was often
accomplished with a red, hot wire that burned out the
pith, when other means of perforation were lacking.
Sometimes the handle was split lengthwise through the
center, a small groove gouged out of each section ex-
tending the entire length, and then both sections bound
together again with wire, rawhide thongs or a leather
covering. Handles were from an inch to 1-1/2 inches in
diameter to produce stability, and measured from 18
inches to 2 feet in length. This combined pipe and toma-
hawk club was somewhat lighter than the earlier trade
hatchet and could be more easily manoeuvred in battle.
Usually, it was decorated with ornamental designs cut or
molded in the metal, or inlaid with copper or silver.
Since it served a duel purpose of weapon and pipe, it less-
ened the incumbrances of the warrior who otherwise
would have been forced to carry a separate stone or ce-
ramic pipe.
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Tomahawk pipes may have begun to appear during I
the French and Indian wars, but by the time of the Amer-
ican Revolution they had become a recognized military
requirement with which the Indian allies of both sides
were equipped. Besides British and American makes,
French and Spanish products were in existence, and each
served to identify the allegiance of the brave on whose
person they were found. They are more frequently made
of malleable iron, but examples sometimes appear of
copper, brass, bronze and of pewter. Forms were
""""" molded, after which they were usually hand wrought, al-
though sometimes they were used as cast with little or
no reworking. Numerous variations in design among the
different makes are noticeable, some of which will be
referred to in the descriptive analysis that follows. At
first, these improved tomahawks were acquired no doubt
through trade and had a ready acceptance. With the in-
creasing demand that followed they were often given as
presents at council meetings and at ratification of trea-
. ties. During the turbulent war years over the latter half
of the 18th Century they became a dreaded Indian weapon
that caused great havoc among Colonial pioneer settle-
ments, and they continued in use throughout the Indian
engagements of the 19th Century.
ARCHAEOLOGICAL EVIDENCE
In the extensive collection of arcliaeological and eth-
nological material of Milton M. Babcock, East Milton,
Mass. I discovered a representative assemblage of
metal trade tomahawks, all carefully documented. The
wide variation of styles and interesting data associated
with these specimens intrigued me, and with the kind
permission of Mr. Babcock I have illustrated them with
attention paid to all important details. In writing this
paper, I have gathered some information from "Pipes
and Smoking Customs of the American Aborigines, Based
on Material in the U. S. National Museum," by Joseph D.
McGuire, published in 1898. Other facts have come from
field research in which I have participated during the
past several years.
Before describing the evidence, it might be well to
mention that the tomahawk pipe was at times manufac-
tured without the pipe bowl at the top, but otherwise
retained similar graceful proportions. Whether this was
a modification of the pipe equipped tomahawk, or was its
predecessor cannot be definitely substantiated. However,
it is worth noting that the tomahawk pipe appears not
only in the East but also in Middle Western States where
Indian battles were fought during the 19th Century. In
these later engagements, probably nothing but American
made tomahawks appeared, for with the close of the
Revolution and War of 1812 British interests in Indian
affairs, except indirectly through Canada, ceased to exist.
As for earlier Colonial made Tomahawks, it should be
remembered that James Leonard had founded the first
iron foundry in the New World at Saugus, Mass. as early
as 1643-4. Therefore, it is probable that many of the
17th and 18th Century iron hatchets or tomahawks ap-
pearing in the New England area were cast at Saugus and
at other foundries that sprung up over the century in other
New England districts. Also, as appears most likely,
some tomahawks were cut out and hand wrought by local
blacksmiths from malleable iron stock.
FIGURE 14. Improved Trade Tomahawks of New England,
(Colonial makes). 1, Salem, Mass.; 2, Moosehead Lake,
Me.; 3, Lynnfield, Mass.
IMPROVED TRADE TOMAHAWKS
What appear to be improved trade tomahawks, a nat-
ural development of the earlier trade hatchets, are
shown in figures 14 and 15.
Figure 14 # 1. Spike topped blade, possibly the next
step of development after European made hatchets of the
Dustin tomahawk type, probably Colonial make; malle-
able cast iron; recovered from an Indian grave, Salem,
Massachusetts.
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FIGURE 16. Tomahawk Pipes, (English and French
makes). 1, Montgomery County, Ind., (English); 2,
Michigan, (French); 3, Ohio, (English).
Figure 16 # 2. Dagger shaped blade with curved
barbs, thought to typify the French fleur-de-lis, the dis-
tinctive bearing of the royal family of France, therefore,
believed of French make; malleable cast iron hand
wrought; recovered from an Indian grave in Michigan.
Figure 16 # 3. Graceful blade with prominent heel;
English make, of a familiar shape among those toma-
hawks furnished their Indian allies by the British; mal-
leable cast iron hand wrought; taken from an Indian
grave in Ohio.
brazed steel bit inset to increase its durability as a
cutting implement; taken from an Indian grave in Mont-
gomery County, Indiana.
Figure 15 # 1. Spike topped flaring blade, showing
Spanish influence; probably English or Colonial make
(name of maker, A. PERRY stamped on its face); mal-
leable hand wrought iron; from recoveries in northern
New York State.
FIGURE 15. Improved Trade Tomahawks, (Spanish
style). 1, Northern New York state; 2, Florida.
2
Figure 14 # 2. Spike topped broad blade; probably
Colonial make; malleable cast hand wrought iron; from
a site near Moosehead Lake, Maine.
Figure 14 # 3. Spike topped small blade with long
spindling shank for insertion in a wooden handle; prob-
ably made by a Colonial blacksmith malleable hand
wrought iron; from recoveries in Lynnfield, Massachu-
setts.
Figure 15 # 2. Modified spike topped wide flaring
blade, thought to be modeled after the halberd (war ax)
of the Middle Ages; undoubtedly of Spanish manufacture;
malleable hand wrought iron; taken from an Indian grave
in Florida.
Figure 17 # 1. Blade with simple decorations; thought
to be of American make, possibly English; malleable
cast iron, not reworked; recovered from an Indian grave
at Wollaston Bay, Quincy, Massachusetts; similar speci-
men obtained from New York State.
TOMAHAWK PIPES
The final development of the trade hatchet is the
tomahawk pipe. It has beauty in its graceful lines, and
served a useful duel purpose of hatchet and pipe. Repre-
sentative types are shown in figures 16 and 17.
Figure 16 # 1. Floral decorated small blade with
brazed bit inset; probably English make; bronze with
Figure 17 # 2. Heart trade marked blade; American
make, 19th Century; malleable cast iron; made by Hart
from old gun barrels; from Winnebago, Nebraska; ap-
parently, blade has been shortened by removal of. cutting
edge.
Figure 17 # 3. Trade marked inlaid blade; American
make; made by Thomas Gordon, Greenbay, Wisconsin,
from old gun barrels, cast and filed into mirror bright-
ness; note trade mark of half moon copper inlay, also
)
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copper inlays of chevrons, star, and two bands around
bowl of pipe; maker was in business from 1780 - 1820.
Figure 17 # 5. Elaborately decorated blade, shOWing
half moon, stars, and outline of bear on one face with an
Indian head on the reverse face; probably, American
make; used no doubt in ceremonials; malleable cast
iron; from Damariscotta, Maine.
Figure 17 # 4. Ornamented blade with pipe bowl re-
moved or broken off; probably American make; mallea-





Figure 17 # 6. Tomahawk that belonged to Chief
Crazy Horse, well authenticated by documents in Mr.
Babcock's possession; a unique and valuable historic
relic of the latter half of the 19th Century; cast in brass
with hand worked ornaments of Indian head on one face
with the head of a horse on the reverse face; exhumed
from the grave of Chief Crazy Horse at the mouth of
Pass Creek near the U. S. Rosebud Indian Reservation,
14 miles south of Kodoka, South Dd.kota, by Chief Big Elk,
grandson of Chief Crazy Horse, an Oglala Sioux. After
recovery, this tomahawk pipe was recognized as being
the personal weapon of Chief Crazy Horse by the entire
Sioux tribal council, and subsequently was witnessed by
the following chiefs: Thomas American Horse, George
Little Wound, Robert Two Elks, John White Bull, Martin
Thunder Hawk, and James Red Cloud.
Note. Chief Crazy Horse was the principal war chief
of the Oglala Sioux who lead the victorious attack against
General Custer of the U. S. Army in the battle of the
Little Bighorn in Montana on June 25, 1876. In this en-
gagement Custer's troops were cut to pieces and massa-
cred almost to a man. Chief Crazy Horse is said to have
rallied his braves by the cry: "Braves follow me, cow-












FIGURE 17. Tomahawk Pipes, (American makes).
1, Quincy, Mass.; 2, Winnebago, Neb.; 3, Greenbay,
Wis.; 4, Windsor, Conn.; 5, Damariscotta, Me.; 6, Pass
Creek, near U.S. Rosebud Indian Reservation, S.D.
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COMMENTS ON "CULTURE GROWTH AND
CHANGE IN EASTERN MASSACHUSETTS" by Ripley P. Bullen
William S. Fowler
The chronological culture chart that Bullen has de-
veloped for eastern Massachusetts, as published in Bul-
letin of the Massachusetts Archaeological Society, Vol.
13, # 2, p. 9, includes trait sequence data that are not
entirely consistent with recent research. Realizing that
this chart may be accepted as authoritative by those not
acquainted with evidence brought to light over the past
several years in eastern Massachusetts and adjoining
regions, I feel it essential that certain facts be made
known. In commenting upon culture growth in central
eastern New England, I do so in all humility, realizing
that accumulated evidence to date is insufficient to justi-
fy positive statements by anyone. Nevertheless, it has
been my privilege to have either conducted or partici-
pated in seven major excavations in this region since
1947, most of which have been published in printed form.
As a result, important evidence concerning the stone
bowl industry and its probable chronological position in
New England's culture sequence have been made availa-
ble; and it is partly with reference to this that I would
like to comment.
With stratigraphy and culture delineation between the
stone bowl industrial age and that of ceramics, so well
defined at both the Ragged Mountain and Potter Pond
sites, it is difficult to understand why reports of these
excavations are not included among Bullen's references;
and their omission seems indeed unfortunate. Instead,
several reports of earlier excavations produced under
other auspices are used for reference, in which neither
stratigraphy nor steatite bowl evidence appear. While
reports of Bullen's own excavations in northeastern
Massachusetts furnish the required projectile point and
stratigraphic evidence, steatite remains in these digs
are absent. Under the circumstances, I fail to see how
Bullen can justify the inclusion of "Steatite Bowls" in his
culture sequence with any degree of confidence, unless
he derives evidence from reports not mentioned in his
bibliography.
First, let me comment that Bullen's suggested se-
quence of projectile point types, in general, agrees with
recent excavated evidence with but a few exceptions. For
example, it would be more complete if the eared type, so
much in evidence at Ragged Mountain and Potter Pond,
was included to equate in position with that of the small
stemmed and triangular styles. Further, I would ad-
vance the large corner-removed type, so that it would
start and terminate somewhat later than as shown. Again,
if "Straight Base" means a style with tapering sides, I
believe that this should occupy the same position with the
large corner-removed type in the period following the
"Early Archaic."
Second, Bullen's ceramic stages of development are
in agreement with available evidence. However, it would
seem that "Intermediate" should be sufficient to de-
scribed the second period, and "Early" should be substi-
tuted for "Vinnette I" to indicate the first. After all, the
latter term is a New York State name which applies
specifically to ware from an out-of-state region. What
of it if the concept of this ware did diffuse to New Eng-
land; its construction here was attended by some modi-
fication, and so became a distinctive product of New
England early potters. Therefore, to call it by a New
York State place name is to give this ware a wrong con-
notation as being importation in kind from the west, in-
stead of importation of an idea which it probably was.
Third, if Carbon-14 dates for Ritchie's new culture
sequence are to be used for chronological gUidance, his
Early Woodland sets the coming of ceramics in New York
State at about 1000 B.C. instead of 200 A.D. as Bullen
has it.
Now, when it comes to suggesting culture periods for
coastal New England, it is regrettable that Bullen finds
it necessary to apply Ritchie's nomenclature, made up
in part of place names pertaining to the State of New
York. While I agree that coastal peoples had varying
degrees of contact with western cultures and were in-
fluenced accordingly, nevertheless, they were masters
of their own economic and social growth, and should be
considered as developing local culture structures. Fur-
thermore, it was they who built up the steatite bowl
industry; and they who should receive recognition for
this industrial accomplishment. Therefore, Bullen's
chart would be more comprehensive, or so it would seem
to me, if he had included with Ritchie's nomenclature,
culture period names applicable to coastal development
such as: Early Archaic, Stone Bowl (for stone vessels
were made not only of steatite, but also of chlorite, ser-
pentine and granite), and Ceramic. Paleo-Indian or
Paleo-American, whichever seems to you most appro-
priate for early immigrants to America - entered by
Bullen as unknown - represents perhaps the earliest
occupants of the country in the late pleistocene period.
There is now stratified evidence of this age from two
central coastal New England sites; and reports are now
in progress.
Delineation of the Stone Bowl age at Ragged Mountain
and Potter Pond as preceramic, but following the Early
Archaic, effectively divides cultural growth in the ar-
chaic before introduction of pottery making. However,
Bullen has made the same error, common to all reports
before this evidence was made available: that of extend-
ing the period of "Steatite Bowls" far into the age of
ceramics. It is now clear that appearance on sites of
steatite bowl fragments in association with potsherds
represents overlapping by virtue of the use of stone
bowls as heirlooms in the latter day; and does not de-
note evidence of a coexisting Stone Bowl industrial age
with that of Ceramics. Therefore, I suggest that Bullen's
"Steatite Bowls" entry be shown reaching up to, but not
penetrating the age of pottery.
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Evidence has been adequately presented from Ragged
Mountain and Potter Pond to show that trait determin-
ants of the Stone Bowl age include: grooved ax and
grooved gouge, with the ulu and plummet being negative
traits. A subsequent report of excavations at Nunka-
tusset shows the ulu and plummet appearing in the hori-
zon just below that of the grooved ax. Furthermore,
there is now every reason to believe that the bow and
arrow had its inception during the Stone Bowl age, as a
result of the appearance there for the first time of small
stemmed and small triangular points.
Briefly, this covers what seem to me to be the most
glaring inconsistences between Bullen's concept of cul-
ture sequence and the more up-to-date interpretation
of evidence from current published reports. In closing,
I would like to offer a proposed culture sequence for
central coastal New England (in effect synonymous with
eastern Massachusetts, only allowing a trifle more lati-
tude) with approximate starting dates for each period;
developed after study of Carbon-14 measures now avail-
able for certain of Ritchie's New York State cultures:
Early Archaic - 3000 B.C.; Stone Bowl - 1500 B.C.;
Ceramic - 800 B.C.
It seems to me unnecessary to sub-divide these three
culture stages with the exception of the last, which al-
ready has been recognized to have four well defined
periods of ceramic growth, each characterized by
changes in pottery design. To try to develop a more
diversified nomenclature only multiplies the possibility
of trait overlapping with resultant confusion in deter-
mining racial provenience and cultural development. I
believe the time is at hand when archaeologists must
recognize the existence of the Stone Bowl industrial age
as a reality, that was self propelled from within; be-
came itself a culture center, and lasted for almost a
thousand years. Furthermore, it should be recognized
that Stone Bowl industrialists finally accepted the intro-
duction of ceramics, and became potters of the last
culture stage. There is increasing evidence to show
probability of racial continuity between the last two peri-
ods, but little if any to imply genetic connection to any
great extent with the Early Archaic.
Bronson Museum
Attleboro, Mass.
CERAMICS OF THE "EARLY" PERIOD
William S. Fowler
Probably the most significant moments in man's cul-
tural development are those instances when human effort
is channeled along new courses of action. At such timlls,
man is impelled through independent desire, outside per-
suasion, or by natural forces. bearing in upon him to in-
vent or develop new creations which seem to him best
for his survival or social advance.
So it is that when study is focused on products from
the first stage of their evolutionary development, a con-
notation of importance is generated. Hence, one is led
to wonder what conditions inspired man to produce in the
beginning of such periods of economic advance, and
through research evidence is then sought in order to
satisfy this thirst for knowledge.
The subject of this paper deals with clay pottery of
the "Early" ceramic period of centrafNew England,
thought by many to represent the age when pottery
making was first introduced. Since the preceding epoch
is now well established to have been dominated by the
steatite industry which fashioned eating utensils out of
stone, the introduction of ceramics marks the start of a
new enterprise the techniques of which were presumably
acquired. Therefore, excavated evidence of this transi-
tionary period becomes most significant and should be
examined carefully in order to try to understand with
what ingenuity period accomplishments were attained.
There is now enough eVidence, it would seem, to indi-
cate that pottery methods in the beginning followed es-
tablished instruction from those who brought in the art.
Apparently the urge to invent through experimentation
came at a later date. Therefore, as might be expected,
evidence seems to suggest only limited ceramic creation
in the "Early" period.
Pottery of this age is usually found in fragmentary
condition in which stray sherds are all that is left. How-
ever, occasionally, enough sherds from a single pot will
occur at one place to enable its restoration. The two
illustrated vessels (Fig. 18) are good examples of differ-
ent early shapes. They represent restorations made by
the author and exhibit trait variations that indicate the
narrow latitude within which potters of this period
worked. Without design embellishment and with only
slight neck or edge variation to satisfy an artistic im-
pulse, these pots, as do all others of this ceramic stage,
stand as mute testimonials of man's initial effort to
knead clay into useful objects without much regard for
artistry.
During the past number of years, work of the Re-
search Council of the Massachusetts Archaeological
Society has made available classification of central New
England pottery under a temporal nomenclature. Those
potsherds that occur at the lowest stratigraphic ceramic
level are classed as "Early" period ware, and are pre-
sumed to be from the first pots constructed in the region.
Following ceramic periods are termed: Intermediate,
Late Prehistoric, and Historic. At this point it might be
well to enumerate the most outstanding characteristics
of "Early" period pottery for purposes of clarification,
and to indicate that these traits must all be present to
justify identification of any given pot as first period
ware. "Early" diagnostic traits are as follows: conoidal
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base; straight neck, sometimes slightly constricted;
rudely rounded edge; coarse mineral temper; relatively
thick walls; no design treatment; cord-wrapped malle-
ation on both sides of ware; coiled construction indi-
cated.
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FIGURE 18. Restored Ceramic Pots, Early Period.
1, Plymouth; 2, Assawompsett Lake.
Ceramic exhibit number one (Fig.18) is a restoration
from sherds excavated on a Plymouth camp site. The
area has been subjected to yearly plowing over a long
period of time so that only those objects that lie beneath
this disturbance are found in situ, and therefore have
significance. Surrounding the site, the land rises mod-
erately on three sides and has apparently been subjected
to soil erosion that has covered the plot on frequent
occasions resulting in deep stratification of artifacts.
During excavation on one side of the site a large stone
hearth was uncovered with quantities of charcoal in evi-
dence. This lay in yellow subsoil about 15 inches below
the bottom of the loam, far removed from any interfer-
ence from the plow. After carefully working around this
hearth, sherds from pot number one were discovered
resting on the same level only about a foot away. Thirty
sherds were recovered of which there were several
large rim segments. From these and those from the
body of the pot, vessel size and contour were determined
and restoration completed. While the work was in proc-
ess, an interesting observation was made concerning the
technique used by the potter to finish off the edge; a
method that apparently did not prevail in later ages.
As may be noted from the illustration, the edge of
this pot under discussion tends to curve in with the
appearance of a slight inward lip at some points. Through
experimentation it was discovered that this effect could
be produced by pressing the fingers of one hand inward
on the outer edge, while the forefinger of the other was
held continuously against the inner edge. Apparently,
this technique was one of the earlier attempts to make
an even edge, as it is almost never found among the var-
ious edge forming methods of later ceramic stages. This
Plymouth pot exhibits probable coiling throughout the
body of the vessel with its termination appearing near
the rim. Here it seems to have been superimposed by
small uncoiled clay additions that were added as needed.
The conoidal base was missing, as is frequently the case,
but a more or less flattened body area from the lower
section of the pot leaves little doubt of its former exis-
tence. All other characteristics conform to vessel traits
of this early ceramic category.
That which makes the relative antiquity of this pot
seem more convincing is its stratigraphic relationship
to another ceramic pot of a later period that was exca-
vated at the same site. About forty feet distant many
contiguous sherds from a single pot were excavated from
a higher level than that of pot number one. They came
from a depth that was just under the loam, but below
plow disturbance. This other vessel has a well defined
smooth constricted neck with design embellishment,
while its body is deeply cord malleated on the outside;
is smooth within. It is thought to belong to the latter
part of the second, or "Intermediate" ceramic period.
A considerable time span seems to exist between it and
the "Early" period pot found at a depth of 15" lower as
has been shown.
Of more than passing significance is the appearance
at this site of certain implements at the same 15" level
with the early pot (Fig. 19 # 1,2). This evidence, con-
sisting of a side notched spear point and stemmed knife,
lay only about 3 feet away on the opposite side of the
hearth from where the sherds of pot number one ap-
peared. Both spear and knife are made of indigenous
felsite and confirm lithic trait associated evidence
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FIGURE 19. Plymouth Artifacts. 1, Side notched spear
point; 2, Stemmed knife; 3, Crescent based drill; 4,
Bone harpoon; 5, Bone awl.
But to return to "Early" period pottery, the subject of
this paper; after determining what are its chief charac-
teristics it is then advisable to find out if possible what
domestic traits may be associated with it. Through such
introspective study the life of the times may be more
fully understood; but what is more significant, associ-
ated evidence will thus be placed in its correct culture
channel for comparative analysis.
However, this is not the case when the next ceramic
stage is reached. Then came a time when potters had
acquired skill in all the fundamentals of pottery con-
struction and were ready to apply independent creative
thought as might be inspired by local aptitudes. No
longer was it essential to maintain a set pattern of tech-
nique; ceramic pots began to take on new stylistic beau-
ty in vessel proportion and neck adornment, while new
construction methods using shell temper and different
surface treatments came into existence.
CONCLUSION
that made up the long neck of this vessel. Its slight con-
striction may indicate an attempt at artistry near the
close of the period. Further, it should be noted that
while the rim is roughly rounded with some flat areas
appearing here and there, it has an outward curve and
was evidently formed with a different technique from
that used for pot number one.
Side-notched projectile points have been found to be-
long to the "Early" ceramic period by virtue of their
presence in associati,on with early potsherds on the same
stratigraphic level by Ripley P. Bullen at Shawsheen
Valley sites, and by the author at the Potter Pond site
in Rhode Island. Therefore, the occurrence at Plymouth
of a side notched spear point in association with the re-
mains of an early pot of the first period is significant
since it tends to confirm a previously established postu-
lation. Of further value is the associated stemmed knife,
since this type has been connected with the Stone Bowl
age that directly preceded the introduction of pottery at
both Potter Pond and Ragged Mountain sites. Tperefore,
its presence at the Plymouth site may indicate an early
rather than a late deposition in the first pottery period
when preceding culture traits would probably tend to
overlap.
"Early" clay pottery of Massachusetts closely re-
sembles in all major respects ceramic ware of New
York State that occurs at the lowest pottery bearing
levels. William A. Ritchie has named it Vinette I, and
it is considered to be the first pottery constructed in
that region. Furthermore, similar ware occurs in New
Jersey at the lowest ceramic level and is believed by
Dorothy Cross to equate closely with Vinette I, while
in Connecticut IrVing Rouse describes ware from the
lowest ceramic stratum as having a similar appearance.
From this it may reasonably be assumed that a large
section of the Northeast was occupied by peoples who
probably had the same ceramic instruction to start with,





The second illustrated pot (Fig. 18 #2) is a restora-
tion for Roland E. Engstrom from sherds recovered at
a large habitation site on the shore of Assawompsett
Lake, Lakeville, Massachusetts. Several large rim sec-
tions of this pot were among the sherds that were taken
from a refuse pit at the site. While there can be no
stratigraphic significance connected with this find,
nevertheless, the pot may be easily identified as belong-
ing to the "Early" ceramic period, since its traits are
found in pottery of this age. There were enough contig-
uous sherds from rim to base to provide the conoidal
shape as shown. Coiled clay construction was in evi-
dence throughout the body below the neck. However,
here again as with the other early pot this coiling seemed
to be superimposed by solid uncoiled additions of clay
Not more than ten feet further on a refuse pit was
discovered from which was taken a bone harpoon point
(Fig. 19 #4). While the depth of this artifact has little
significance on account of its intrusive pit deposition,
nevertheless, it is interesting evidence that contributes









already ascribed to "Early" period pottery. In addition,
at the same depth of 15" below loam about fifty feet re-
moved appeared a large shell deposit in which occurred
a black felsite crescent based drill (Fig. 19 #3), and a
bone awl (Fig. 19 #5).
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The crescent based drill trait of which the illustrated
Plymouth specimen is an outstanding example occurs at
Potter Pond on the early ceramic level in crushed shell.
Hence, this similarity of trait deposition suggests that
the Plymouth drill may be considered to belong to the
"Early" ceramic period.
Finally, the author believes that similarity of "Early"
period pottery traits throughout much of the Northeast
tends to establish the belief that cultural contact existed
between the different racial groups of the age in this
area. Taking this as a valid premise, and it is difficult
to evaluate the evidence in any other way, New England
native potters were undoubtedly subjected to outside
ceramic influence that pressed in from all sides through-
out early and perhaps later years of pottery develop-
ment. Therefore, it is not surprising to find New York
State and New Jersey traits appearing occasionally in
modified form among ceramic creations from Massa-
chusetts regions. However, in spite of this culture
pressure from peripheral locales it is important to note
that central New England potters in the last three peri-
ods of ceramic development rose above this intrusive
influence for the most part, and fashioned pottery that
reflects local inventive genius.
Bronson Museum
Attleboro, Mass.
April 18, 1951
